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Slot games at Toppspilleautomater.com/ are more popular than ever. Especially since so many
people have such a lot of free time during this pandemic. Find below some of the best slot
developers in the igaming industry.

NetEnt

NetEnt is an award-winning video slots developer that supplies casino games such as blackjack,
scratch cards, roulette, and of course video slots. Their slots are of unbeatable quality and so
entertaining that you could play all day long.

Their recommended slots include:

Butterfly Staxx

Jack and the beanstalk

Warlords

Guns N Roses

Twin Spin

Yggdrasil Gaming

Yggdrasil Gaming provides some of the best online gaming solutions to gaming operators. The
company was founded in 2013 but has already made a name as a trusted and respected slot
supplier.

Yggdrasil has a whole bunch of exciting new slot releases. They include:

Lightning Joker (a fruit-themed 3-reel slot to be released on 10 June).

Avatars- Gateway Guardians (a video slot with a twist to be released on 17 June)

Lucky Neko-Gigablox (this Japan-inspired slot brings fortune and will be released on the 24th of

June).

Al of these games can be played free on the Yggdrasil Gaming website prior to its official release.

Other games include:

Arthur’s Fortune

Blood Moon Wilds
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Neon Rush

Wilhelm Tell

Multifly

Play n Go

Play n Go was founded in 2005 and is regarded as one of the leading slot suppliers in the igaming
industry.

New releases from Play n Go include:

Rich Wilde and the Shield of Athena

Charlie Chance in Hell to Pay

Agent Destiny

Annihilator

QuickSpin

QuickSpin prides itself on creating awesome slots and the igaming industry agrees. On their
website you can read a back story to the creation of each and every one of their slots. How many
slot developers can do that?
Video slots form the most important part of the company’s services. Quickspin releases 13 new
slots per year, and have 6 prototypes and 30 concepts available at all times.

Some of QuickSpin’s latest slots include:

Nero’s Fortune

Diamond Duke

Panther’s Reign

Wild Cauldron

Polar Paws

Golden Glyph

IGT

International Game Technology is a global gambling company that creates not only slot games, but
also a variety of other gambling technology.

Some of their most popular slots include:

Cleopatra

DaVinci Diamonds

Triple Red Hot 777

CATS

Sphinx Wilds

Microgaming

Microgaming is a household name in the igaming industry. They have been developing top online
casino software since the 90’s.
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Some of their newest releases include:

Football Star Deluxe

Immortal Romance

All Win FC

Super Snowball

Lady Earth

Lucky Riches Hyperspins

Final Thoughts

There is a wide variety of video slots available online. As a fan of online slots, you want to
separate the wheat from the chaff. Hopefully this article will help you find your next favorite slot.It
provides the best online slot developers, which means that you are bound to find only good quality
slots under their new releases. However, I will leave you to be the judge of that.
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